Electrochemical devices

Flow reactor
The flow electrochemical reactor was manufactured by Equipment and Prototyping Center in Eindhoven University of Technology. The reinforcement part (grey plate in Figure S1 ) was made of stainless steel (SAE international type 316L), which offered great axial stress with the help of eight pairs of bolted joints (bolts with lock washers) distributed on the four edges and fastened by super flangeless fittings ( Figure S2 ). The bolted joints guaranteed the packed structure and the gas tightness of the reactive part in the cell ( Figure S3 ). The container part was made of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) which provided chemical resistance and appropriate elastic modulus (proper stiffness for mechanical strength, suitable elastic deformation to prevent leakages). The spacer part was made of PTFE that was treated as insulator to partition the channels in the reactive chamber ( Figure S4 ). The quasi-zero polar distance (0.25 mm) directly enabled the high Faraday efficiency in the system. The electrodes were made of stainless steel (316L), copper (Cu-DHP) and super fine graphite plates ( Figure S5 ). The entire design philosophy of the electrode aimed at a centrosymmetric plane ( Figure  S6 ). In every other reaction, the electrode plate would be set with 180 degree rotation to make the initial four channels behave as the last four instead, meanwhile nothing would be rearranged therewith. Otherwise, the last four channels would be corroded severely while the initial four were merely consumed slightly. 
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Batch reactor
The batch electrochemical reactor was manufactured by Equipment and Prototyping Center in Eindhoven University of Technology. The reactor body was made of glass with round bottom, which offered adequate space for a magnetic stir bar to ensure sufficient and fast mixing. The two electrode plates were fastened by two stainless steel wires with the assistant of joint bolts. The two wires were treated as conductor between electrode and power supply. Normally the stock solution for batch electrolysis was 50 mL, where the electrode plate would be half immersed into the liquid for electrochemical reactions. (Figure S7 
